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INTRODUCTION 
Snow water equivalent (SWE) is a measurement of snowpack which relates to the amount of water it 

contains. It is equivalent to the depth of water that would theoretically result if the entire snowpack is 

melted simultaneously.  Snow water equivalent can be presented in units of kg/m2 or meters of depth of 

liquid water that would result from melting the snow. SWE is the product of depth and density, and can 

be expressed in units of kg/m2, or metres of depth of liquid water that would result from melting the 

snow. To determine the SWE, you need to know the density of the snow and the density of water (1000kg/

m3).  Snow density is normally measured as a ratio to the density of water. For example, snow which is  

100kg/m3  is specified as 100/1000 or 10%.

SWE = depth(m)� density(kg/m3)kg/m2

SWE =
depth(m)� density(kg/m3)

densityH20(kg/m3)
m

The density of new snow ranges from 5% when the temperature is -10°C to about 20% when the 

temperature is 0°C. After snow falls its density increases due to factors such as gravitational settling, wind 

packing, melting and re-crystallization. Snowpack densities are  approximately 20-30% in the winter and 

30-50% in the spring. Old snow may reach 40-50%, and firm can reach 60%. The highest density is mature 

glacial ice. 

PROGRAM
The program below implements the measure for snow water equivalent. Compile and run the program. 

What is wrong with the program?

#include <stdio.h>
#define H20den 1000 
int main(void)
{
double sD,sDn,snowwaterequivalent;
printf(“depth: “);
scanf(“%lf”,&sD);
printf(“density: “);
scanf(“%lf”,&SDn);
snowwaterequivalent=sD*SDn/H20den;
printf(“The SWE is: %.2f\n”,snowwaterequivalent);
return 0;
}
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STYLE AND USABILITY FIXES
The program compiles and runs without any problems. So what’s the problem? The problem lies in the 

programs lack of style and readability. The code as shown has the following issues:

1. It lacks indenting.

2. It lacks paragraphing (white spaces between sections of code).

3. It lacks whitespacing (in arithmetic expressions)

4. The variables have identifiers which are either too short (sD,SDn), or too long 

(snowwaterequivalent).

5. The user prompts and output statement lack units.

These five issues can be fixed, producing a program with improved readability and usability. Firstly add 
indenting. As the core program is simple, and contains no control structures, it can all be indented to the 
first level (4 spaces).

#include <stdio.h>
#define H20den 1000 
int main(void)
{
    double sD,sDn,snowwaterequivalent;
    printf(“depth: “);
    scanf(“%lf”,&sD);
    printf(“density: “);
    scanf(“%lf”,&SDn);
    snowwaterequivalent=sD*SDn/H20den;
    printf(“The SWE is: %.2f\n”,snowwaterequivalent);
    return 0;
}

Next, paragraphing can be added, to separate different components of the program.

#include <stdio.h>
#define H20den 1000 

int main(void)
{
    double sD,sDn,snowwaterequivalent;
    
    printf(“depth: “);
    scanf(“%lf”,&sD);
    printf(“density: “);
    scanf(“%lf”,&SDn);

    snowwaterequivalent=sD*SDn/H20den;

    printf(“The SWE is: %.2f\n”,snowwaterequivalent);

    return 0;
}
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Now whitespacing can be added (represented by ☐).

#include <stdio.h>
#define H20den 1000 

int main(void)
{
    double sD,☐sDn,☐snowwaterequivalent;

    printf(“depth: “);
    scanf(“%lf”,☐&sD);
    printf(“density: “);
    scanf(“%lf”,☐&SDn);

    snowwaterequivalent☐=☐sD☐*☐SDn☐/☐H20den;

    printf(“The SWE is: %.2f\n”,☐snowwaterequivalent);

    return 0;
}

Next the variable identifiers can be made more descriptive. The last step is to improve the readability by 
adding unit measures to both the input prompts and the output message. The SWE in the output 
message could also be expanded out to “Snow Water Equivalent”.

#include <stdio.h>
#define H20den 1000 

int main(void)
{
    double snwDpth, snwDen, snwH20eq;

    printf(“depth (m): “);
    scanf(“%lf”, &snwDpth);
    printf(“density (kg/m^3): “);
    scanf(“%lf”, &snwDen);

    snwH20eq = snwDpth * snwDen / H20den;

    printf(“The snow water equivalent is: %.2f (m)\n”, snwH20eq);
    
    return 0;
}
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